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Editor'! Note: The following article Is
the second la ■ two-part series ea Ike
I sited Farm Workers.
News Analysis
By Naacy Laagalia

UFW
housing,
health plight
prevalent

"We used to own slaves Now we
rent them.' a contemptuous Southern
(armer told the late Edward R
Murrow in his famed I960
documentary. "Harvest ol Shame "
Ten years later, when Chet Huntley
concluded his 1970 documentary.
Migrants.' he observed that the
attitude toward migrant workers
hadn't changed much in the past
decade
It hasn t changed to this day Farm
workers still exist in a vicious cycle of
poverty, often living in hovels, tents or
old trailers Their facts of life include
starvation wages, exploitation by
contractors,
forced
migration,
sickness
and subhuman living
conditions
There were eight kids in my family
plus my parents.'' one larm worker

An
independent
Student
Voice

said. "The most I can ever remember
my father making in a year was about
$1,600 All of us had to work in the
fields because we needed the money so
bad One year, the 10 of us lived in a
three-room trailer We thought it was a
palace."
Although the living conditions are
bad. the working conditions on many
farms are often worse The National
Advisory Commission on Rural
Poverty iNACRPi reported in 1968

diseases is 360 per cent higher, the
NACRP report stated
Growers often spray their fields with
lethal pesticides while the workers are
harvesting "La muerte andando" (the
walking death', pesticide poisoning,
plagues the workers
The Salud
Medical Clinic in California's Tulare
County found in a recent study that 80
per cent of 800 farm workers examined
suffered
pesticide
poisoning

from many state health programs
which have residence requirements
that are impossible for migrants to
meet
"We have failed miserably to protect
the health of low-income people in
rural areas." the NACRP report said
"The health service they get is not onlyinadequate in extent, but seriously
deficient in quality. It is badly
organized, underfinanced,
rarelv

"Now, more than ever, we ore convinced fhof until all the poor are organized
info a strong union, responsive to their members, that our American ideal
of equality will be only an empty dream. "--Caesar Chavez
that farm labor was the third most
dangerous occupation Death rates of
farm workers killed in accidents was
300 per cent higher than the national
rate
The life expectancy for migrant
workers is 49 years Infant and
maternal mortality rates are 125 per
cent higher than the national rate, and
death from influenza
pneumonia,
tuberculosis and other infectious

symptoms,
and they
detected
poisoning in more than half the farm
children examined
II the Teamsters and growers don't
got you. the machinery and pesticides
will." a worker said
Despite widespread
sickness
however, the average per capita health
expenditure in 1967 was $7 50 lor
migrants compared to $200 lor the total
population Migrants are still excluded

related to the needs of the individual or
the family
Children under 16 years of age
constitute about one-fourth of the total
farm work force in this country The
most common reason for their
employment is the low wages paid to
the family bread winner, which arc nol
sufficient to meet minimum family
expenses
Frequent migration entails changing

me BG news

schools which places many farm
workers' children at a definite
educational disadvantage. Moreover,
children who engage in such arduous
labor become undernourished and
undersized Chronic fatigue lowers a
child's resistance to disease.
To overcome such conditions, farm
workers are trying to organize
themselves into one union, which has
the power to demand change. The 1970
contracts between United Farm
Workers Union il'FWi and California
growers were the first in the
continental United States The terms
of UFW's contracts were aimed at
improving job conditions
One basic provision of most UFW
contracts was the hiring hall
Employers had to request workers
through the hall, and the union
provided them within 72 hours The
hall enabled the union to establish and
protect seniority standards Older
workers with long seniority could not
be replaced with illegals from Mexico
who worked for cheaper rates
• To page) three
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Fuel, food prices
may slow inflation
WASHINGTON

1AP1

Another

round ol sharp fuel and food price
Increases in December wrote a dismal
end In the biggest annual wholesale
price use in a quarter century, the
gow'i mm-iii reported yesterda)
The l.aboi Departmenl said the
December
seasonally
adjusted
Increase ol 2 ! per cent higher than a
ye.u agu must in any year since Hie
217 pel cent increase in 1946 during the
posi World Wat II inflation
Retail prices ruse about H pel cent in
I97:i

Filled up

The Bended gas station on the corner of N. Main and Ridge streets had a full
load of gas-consuming customers yesterday, as cars lined up alongside gas
pumps await'ng their turns. Most area stations are equally plagued with
the excessive numbers of fuel-hungry motorists.

THE WHOLESALE Price Index, a
barometer
ol
consumer price
it reases forecast tot the months
■head showed thai over all energy
puces soared by B5 1 per cent last
yeai with costs ol refined petroleum
products up an unprecedented I2S per
cent
The year - OVCI all increase meant II
COStS $145 :i(l to buy the same amount ol
wholesale IIIIIMI-. tli.it $1011 purchased in

LABOR SECRETARY Peter I
Brennan said workers, whose earnings
were eroded by inllatinn last year, are
entitled to higher wages in 15174 to cope
with price Increases
Hut the administration's assurances
were not good enough tor AFL-CIO
I'resident George Mean)
He called ten an Immediate end to
the administration's economic policy
th.it is aimed only at protecting the
profits ol cm pel ations and banks while
forgetting about the vast majority of
the American people who work tin a
living
DECEMBER'S INCREASE ol 2 2
per cenl seasonally adjusted and 2 5
per cent unadjusted well' not close 10
the record increases ol last August but
were still high by historical standards

Prices ol consumer tood those
read) for sale on supermarket shelvesrose live-tenths ol one per cent last
month due mainly to higher prices for
fresh and dried vegetables fish.
cereal bakery and dairy products the
government said Meats eggs and
Mesh hints declined in puce

Weather
Mostly cloudy today with highs
In the mid 20's. with snow
accumulation one to two inches.
Cloudy and not as cold tonight.
Low about 10 degrees. Mostly
cloudy -Nin< a • nance al snow
tomorrow. High in the 20V

the i%7 base period
Farm products prices rose M> I per
cent over the past 12 months while
processed toods and feeds climbed 20 3
per cent

Area gas supplies decreasing
By Rose Hume
Managing Editor
The gasoline situation in December
brought closings due to lack of gas.
increased prices and high Saturday
sales for Bowling Green service
station operators
A News survey of eight local gasoline
stations yesterday indicated thai at
least three dealers ran out of gas
during December but two were far
from running out
The University Gulf Station. 435 E
Wooster St . was closed Dec 26-Jan 2
because it had no gasoline
"We just used up our allocation."
said Richard Busdeker. station
operator
He said January sales are about at
the same level as last month's. He
predicted it'll be close" as far as
running out of fuel goes this month
The Bonded station. 344 N Main St.,
ran out of regular gas several times
lart month
Station manager Jack Church said
the highway blockade by independent
truckers stalled deliveries He closed

Saturday and Sunday to prevent
running out of fuel
Bill Otley of Dale's Shell station. 402
E Wooster St., said the station ran out
of regular twice before Christmas
However, it remained open
The Marathon station. 1650 E
Wooster St.. and the Sohio station. 1670
E Wooster St.. did not come close to
running out of gasoline
Richard Gorris of the Marathon
operation said the station closed
Sundays during December but stayed
open 13 hours six days a week.
Jim Front of the Sohio station said
the station was open 24 hours six days a
week last month
Gas supplies ran low at the Union 76
station. 320 E Wooster St. Bill
Sockman said the station's gas supply
was monitored so a certain amount
was sold each day
"We shut the gas pumps off in the
middle of the afternoon." he said He
explained the station is more
concerned with car mechanics than
gasoline sales and remained open even
though pumps were off
Bill Butler of Butler's American at

the intersection of Wooster and
Interstate 75 and Sam Wes. owner of
the Sunoco station at 1530 E Wooster
SI , both said they ran very low in their
gas supplies
Butler reported a delay in his Jan 2
delivery He ran out ol gasoline last
Thursday bul received his supply the
following day
Wes received an unexpected windfall
last weekend when he was given an
extra tank of gas He said delivery
patterns and sales patterns cause him
to make his closing decisions on almost
a day-by day basis
' Last Saturday we sold more than
we should have." he said Wes added
that the week between Christmas and
New Year's Day was a big sales week
Most of the stations reported a price
increase during December hut one
dealer reported a decrease
Increases ranged from a penny at the
Marathon and Gull Stations to 3 cents
at the Sohm station A decrease of less
than one cent was made at the Shell
station
Stations open on Saturday noted a
marked increase in their Saturday

sales Busdeker attributed the increase
to closings by other stations
He also said University activities
play a major role in determining sales
levels
He said the University contributes to
40 per cent of his station's sales. He
also noted a marked sales increase
during the final week ol the quarter
The Shell dealer reported a longstanding trend in sales increases
whenever a new quarter begins ai the
University or ends. But the Sunoco
station owner said he doesn't have to
wait for a term to begin or end lor his
sales to be effected Wes said he keeps
close account of athletic events and
other
University
functions to
determine what his sales might be
He credited some University
activities with increasing his sales 100
percent
As for January, some gasoline
dealers are cutting their hours to allow
tor the decreases in their allocations
caused by a federal government ruling
The local retailers said they hope they
won't run out of gas by the end of the
month, but they all expect to run close

Companies bid to lease site

Vast oil deposits found in West
DENVER iAPl ■ Two companies
seeking to produce crude oil from the
vast oil shale deposits ol the West
jointly bid $210 3 million yesterday to
develop one Colorado site
The apparent high bid was submitted
by Standard Oil of Indiana and Gulf
Oil. It was among eight bids submitted
under a federal program to lease six
5.000-acre tracts on government land in
Colorado. Wyoming and Utah.

The shale deposits contain an
estimated 600 billion barrels ol
recoverable oil, nearly as much as all
the world's proven reserves.
But experts estimate it will be lour
or five years before the first
production begins and a decade before
enough mines and refineries can be
built to produce 500.000 barrels of oil a
day U.S. oil consumption is about 17
million barrels a day

DIRECTOR CURT Berklund of the
Bureau of Land Management said his
staff would analyze the bids and
announce a decision on the winner of
the 20-year lease within a week

THE OIL IS LOCKED in rock
formations across millions of acres in
the three states
Producing the
petroleum involves extracting the oilbearing rock, removing the oil by a

heat process and then discarding the
leftover rock
It is the discarding ol the leftover
rock that environmentalisis claim will
cause tremendous damage to the
region
Yesterday's apparent high bid tar
exceeds the top offer ol $500,000
rejected by the government in a
similar bidding in 1968 Jack Horton.
assistant interior secretary, said the
higher price reflects changed market
conditions and the energy crisis
OIL COMPANIES have studied the
production of oil from shale for years.
but until recently the estimated

production cost of $4 50 a barrel lar
exceeded market prices However,
that changed last year when oilproducing nations upped their prices
by 400 per cent and prices passed $5 a
barrel Oil shale now appears to be a
potentially profitable business.
The shale industry is expected to
transform the serene sheep and cattle
country about 35 miles southwest of
Meeker. Colo . the site of yesterday's
bid. into an economically booming
area
The next tract, also in northwestern
Colorado, will be offered Feb. 12. Two
5.000-acre tracts will also go up for bids
in Wyoming and two more in Utah.

Michael Delonty, former Public information officer of
the Ohio National Guard, told a federal grand jury
in Cleveland this weak that ex-Governor James A.
Rhodes refused a suggestion that the Kent State
campus bo closed after a building was burned
during antiwar demonstrations. The grand jury is
investigating the May 4, 1970 incident. See editorial
comment page two (AP wirephoto).

Ruckelshaus to speak here
Former US Deputy Ally Gen
William D Kuckelsnaus, who was
dismissed in October 1973 lor relusing
to fire Special Prosecutor Archibald
Cox. will be one of three featured
speakers ol the Political Awareness
Symposium Jan 27-F"eb 9.
Sam Donaldson, who covered the
Watergate Trial for ABC News, and
Ted
Koppel. who accompanied
President Nixon on his trip to the
People's Republic of China, also will

be on campus lor the first of a sevenpart program of the Human Awareness
Symposium
The awareness week is sponsored to
familiarize students with the existing
political structure and to see if there is
something good lett in the political
process Mike Valentine, graduate
assistant, said yesterday.
See a later edition of the News for
further details.
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ffljLJB I AM MAIN WmiWRE HANDY
HINTS ON FUEL CRISIS SURVIVAL

support ufw boycott
Inhuman health conditions, starvation wages, sickness, increasing
mortality rates and death from infectious diseases
Such is the lot of the farm workers who are being treated as ao more
than slaves. And it's all happening in this Land of Plenty
Although the formation of the United Farm Workers < UFW) began in
California in the early 1960s. Bowling Green residents have to go no
further than the city limits to acquaint themselves with the plight the
workers have been experiencing for centuries.
The UFW is picketing the sale of non-union grapes at the Great Scot
Food Stores. In addition, they are boycotting non-union lettuce and Gallo
wine Already, the crusade has spread to 64 cities throughout the country
Farm workers need your help to put an end to the abuse of child labor
laws, spraying of pesticides while workers are in the fields and pitiful
sanitary conditions.
The problem is complex but the solution is simple.
Refuse to buy non-union grapes and lettuce unless you see the UFW
label Also, abstain from buying Gallo wine Each person who refuses to
buy lettuce for one year will cost the growers about |15.
As a result, the non-violent but effective power of a consumer boycott
will bring the growers to bargain with the UFW
Some measure of justice is necessary for the thousands of workers who
presently are being brutalized and controlled by the Teamsters.
And the UFW doesn't have a leg to stand on unless they have the
people's support.
Respect farm worker picket lines when you see them at stores and
supermarkets Only through a successful boycott will you be able to tell
the Teamsters, store managers and the rest of the country you object to
humans being treated as animals.
The farm workers have stood up for justice in the fields. The least you
can do is stand up for justice at your local supermarkets.

energy crisis not worst fate;
wajt until food shortage hits

grand jury seeking
truth about kent
It appears that some of what really may have happened at Kent State
University on May 4, 1970 is finally surfacing at the federal grand jury
hearings in Cleveland
A former Ohio National Guard public information specialist. Michael
Delaney. told the grand jury Monday the guardsmen did not fire out of
self-defense.
Four students were killed by gunfire and nine others were wounded
during an anti-war demonstration on the Kent campus
Delaney even admitted it was possible there may have been a
conspiracy among the guardsmen to fire at the students
He said he discounts the theory of self-defense after seeing numerous
films of the incident. "There's nobody near them (the guardsmen!
There's simply nobody there." he told newsmen after his testimony
Many witnesses and those who have seen the films have been saying
the same thing for three and a half years Yet until 1973 the U.S. Attorney
General's office, through the efforts of Mr Law and Order' John
Mitchell, constantly said there wasn't enough evidence to reopen the
federal grand jury investigation.
Delaney s testimony shows Mitchell was keeping himself ignorant of
questions that made a reopening of the investigation a necessity
Former Ohio Gov. James A Rhodes also has been brought up in the
jury testimony Delaney said Rhodes made several ■inflammatory
remarks at a May 3. 1970 closed-door meeting with community and
national guard officials.
Delaney told the grand jury that Rhodes implied the guardsmen should
do whatever had to be done to keep the Kent campus open.
What will come of the grand jury investigation is anyone's guess, but at
last a federal investigation is taking place.
Hopefully the grand jury will uncover the facts and discover what
really happened that day Hopefully the disturbing questions will be
answered.
It's the least the system can do for Allisor Jeff. Sandy and Bill

NEW YORK. N Y The Japanese.
those masters of the art ot survival
have developed a spectacular hen She
lays 366 eggs a year
Our laggard American hens Rive us
only 2211 eggs per year Obviously they
lack Incentive Or maybe their ovaries
are lazy
Anyway, il s now the urgent duty ol
the American farmer to discover the
secret ol that Japanese hen We are
shortly going lo need her talents.
For il you think the energy crisis is
the worst late that can bclall a
technological society wail till the I nod
crisis hits us
A I.OAF ot bread and a jug ot wine
will be dearer than a tank ot jet tuel
We'll have window-box gardens
soybeans in HO disguises and too man)
dumb, bowlegged toddlers whose

developing brains are being denied
essential proteins
• I predict says ABC commentatoi
Howard K Smith, there will soon be a
shortage ot loud in the United States
\nd we are going to have to plant right
up to the roadside just the way
Europeans have always done
High prices have already debased
the diets ol lowei income Americans
A supermarket manager in Washington
recently told a reporter that many ol
Ihe heaviest dog lood buyers are not
|H'I owners but elderly poor who cannot
make n on fixed incomes or tood

stamps

Harriet Van HorK ■ .i

SO THEY buy dog and cat loud, mix
it with ketchup and seasonings and call
it dinner.
It's shameful and heartbreaking but
It's doubtful that President Nixon is
much concerned As much a gourmet
as he is a scholar. Mr Nixon adores
ketchup
And his secretary of agriculture has
expressed the view that meat ought to
be high to guarantee that nice people
get the choice cuts.
The gasoline shortage can only send
lood prices upward
The cost to
truckers of lower speed limits and
higher fuel prices will be passed along
to all ol us
A SPOKESMAN lor the National
Assn ol Food Chains says that Since
70'. ol the nations Iresh and canned
foods come from the West there may
lie a shortage in the Fast this winter
and huge, unmovable supplies out in
the hinterlands
Produce will be older and costlier
when the consumer gels it Expect

scandal of the week' show
The Nixon Adpiinislration supplies
us with a cluster ol concurrent serials
each mure poignant than Ihe other
We have for instance, the Tall Tale
ol the Week Would you believe the
two-tapes are -missing story'1 It not
then next week -how about the
eighteen minute hum' Or the
Rosemary Stretch'' Not tall enough a
tale for you'1 Then how about a Sinislci
Force''
There is Ihe Donor ol the Week Show
in which some linancier i Hughes" i or
corporation or group confesses ail
illegal donation or is exposed, or is
t ined
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THEN THERE is Henege ot the
Week -in which the Administration
tells us what former promises will no
longer be honored
what tapes
withheld what taxes unroporled. what
finances unreleasod

tinti.M.. .evajsieyn VF. OfSjjwevvl

■MM SS si»»

mt

last week it was the five -milliondollar campaign donation from oil
companies revealed by Congressman
l.es Aspin

And don't lorget the Attack ol Ihe
Week-singling
out
different
prosecutors, lawyers or pressmen tor
rebuke Last week it was Mr Dobrovir
la deserved criticism >. the week
belore it was Mr
HonVcniste
iundeservedi

RMIOtlAl STAR
•*•»
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THE WHITE HOUSE admitted in
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BIT WHAT keeps the whole pot
boiling is Ihe Scandal ol the Week
Three weeks ago it was the business
expenses entered on the wrong line in
Mr Nixon's tax return i those returns
have revealed a new lishiness every
week lor some lime now
Two weeks ago. it was the $1,500 paid
to Edward Nixon monthly to "advise
the tax-free Nixon Library foundation
on where to put the library
Considering the
number of
foundation directors under indictment,
maybe they should put the President's
papers in San Quentini Last week it
was the $138-a-day job given to Mrs
Nixon

withdrawing her appointment, thai u
had acted illegally- adding to the
counts already established as illegal
before judges (impoundment, the
Howard Phillips appointment. Ihe Cox
dismissal i.
Now Mrs Nixon is going to be
honorary
chairperson to the
voluntary action council, that kind ol
sponsorship is entirely appropriate as
Mrs. Johnson proved by her activities
for beautifying the environment
But now the working land paying I
job is opened up lor other talent Why
should Mrs Nixon have closed oil that
job to someone else with the time and
Ihe talent to till it and lo earn the
money involved"
IF ANYONE thinks this an unfair
question. 1 answer that I am applying
Mr
Nixon's own norms ot
consideration to the whole business ol
employing relatives in federal jobs
In the Checkers Speech of 1952,
he said
My opponent, my opposite
number lor the Vice Presidency on the
Democratic ticket does have his wife
on the payroll Bui I have never done
that, lor this reason
"I have I.HIIHI that (here are so many
deserving
stenographers and
secretaries in Washington that needed
the work that I just didn't leel it was
right to put my wile un the payroll."
"MY WIFE'S sitting over here She's
a wonderlul stenographer She used to
teach shorthand in high school That
was when I met her And 1 can tell you
tolks that she's worked many hours at
night and many hours on Saturdays and
Sundays in my office and she's done a
fine job
And I'm proud lo say tonight that in

the six years I've been in the House and
the Senate ol the United States. Pat
Nixon has never been un the
government payroll."
THAT IS just one ot many boasts he
won't be making any more
Copyright. IJ71. Universal Press
Syndicate

more wilted lettuce, more brownspotted apples
"Unless the lederal government
gives lood prucessurs a priority fuel
allocation
they can't provide an
adequate lood supply.' says a gloomy
chap from tfie Grocery Manufacturers
ol America
TRANSCENDING
the
national
problems ol loud production and
distribution is the larger one of world
hunger The collision between static
agriculture and expanding population
is said tube imminent
The authors ol
Famine 1975
i William and Paul Paddock i reported
that 12.000 persons died each day ol
malnutrition They said that in 1%7
The figure would have to be revised
upward today.
Contributing to the impending food
shortage in this country are a variety
of ecological factors Small farms are
being systematically abandoned Some
ol our land surface, through prolonged
abuse, is wearing out
Stripped ol its original cover ol grass
and trees, soil is left bare to the
erosion of wind and rain
"NATURE requires centuries to
create an inch ot topsoil.
writes
ecologist Lester H Brown, but man
can destroy il in a matter ol years."
Under optimum conditions, the food
industry is inefficient, unscrupulous
and ill-prepared lor emergencies
Packaging and handling are so inept
that a band of chimpanzees could
devise better methods
An orange, lor example, is handled
17 times between tree and table The
8.000 most common items in a
supermarket warehouse are packaged
in 2.650 different sizes
These appalling facts are Irom a
report by the National Commission on
Productivity Given all uur ecological
disasters, including the eutrophication
of freshwater lakes, it is likely that

lood prices will continue to soar.
Curiously, supermarket profits have
dipped in recent years
But
agribusiness and
trucking firms
prosper
A BRITISH journalist. Jennifer
Cross, made a study of the American
supermarket and reported that
consumers are overcharged some $2 2
billion a year, thanks to inefficiency
and monopolistic prices Meatpackers
were found to be the greatest
oflenders
Before the
last election,
the
Administration made its infamous
deals with the milk and grain
industries, automatically raising the
price ol several basic food items,
inc hilling butter, eggs and cereals
More than ever, we need some lough,
old-fashioned
reforms
The
Commodity Exchange Authority, the
agency charged with supervising
commodity trading, should be
scrapped and replaced with an agency
patterned after the SEC.
CONGRESS SHOULD be goaded into
taking a strong stand on farm subsidies
and tax reform Firm controls should
go on basic foods
Impounded funds for lood programs
should be released And Secretary of
Agriculture Earl Butz should be sent
back home to Indiana There's moremuch more-to be done But there are
some starters.
Copyright 1974. Los Angeles Times

so they say
A Cleveland bookie, commenting on
the numbers racket
"Women players generally win more
bets than men. but women lose more
money"

Lerrers
two inmates desire letters
We are two men who are doing lime
in Ohio in one ol its prisons
We would like to place an ad in your
school newspaper and hope maybe to
find someone to write to It gets very
lonely here and both ol us receive no
letters at all II would mean so much to
us
It the ad would cost anything we
would pay lor it. We aren't complete
bums just because we're doing time

This is also what we would likeserious minded "ladies."
II you would be so good to run this ad
we would be so happy
Here are our names and we will
answer all letters
Bill Graber. No 133-165. age 31. five
feet, nine inches. 190 pounds, brown
hair, blue eyes, has high school and
college education, collects stamps and
writes as hobbies and has been locked
up for three years

WE ARE both serious minded men
W«y CAMT MEN UNPERSfAMP
THAT I'M OWN WERe
oMLA/ BECA^C I WAfsJT TO
ttAUE A BEER/

BILL GHINDA. No 135-891. age 22.

five feel, ten and one-half inches. 170
pounds, brown hair, brown eyes, has a
high school education with one year of
college and has been looked up for two
years
So if you could do this we would
thank you And if you could print it or
post it we will understand,
thank you
BobGraber
Bill Ghinda
P.O. Box 57
Marion. Ohio 43302
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SBO to present TV editorial
backing Ridge Street proposal

A projector at the Nature Center Planetarium in Washington simulates the
brilliant appearance that Comet Koheutek will make against a city's skyline
The comet should become visible to careful earth viewers after sunset tonight
(AP wirephoto).

Preview

The Student Body
Organization (SBO will
make an appeal on WSPDTV, Channel 13. sometime in
the near future concerning
the closing of a poition of
Ridge Street.
Dennis Grady. senior
IA&SI and coordinator of
state and community
affairs, said a member of
SBO will present an
editorial comment on the
David Drury news program
However, he saw an exact
date has not been set but
hopes WSl'D will schedule
the editorial sometime
within the next two weeks
Urady and Kred Hoffman.
junior IB A i and SBO vice
president, will compile a
pamphlet lor each member
ol illy council
The
pamphlet, lirady said, will
include a sample petition
supporting the closing of
Kidge Streel. results on the
Hidge Streel
survey
conducted by SBO last
quarter, and a map ol the
area

UFW yearns for job equality
• from
tram page
naam on*
anm

.......... . banned
L
established
the use
of lethal pesticides such as
DDT
Contracts set a base wage
and provided lor piece rate
during harvest seasons In
1971. the base wage in most
contracts was $1 HO an hour

Another provision of I F\S
contracts was a medical
plan in which growers paid
10 cents an hour into the
Kobert K Kennedy Medical
Plan
Health and safety
standards which also were

treatment of workers, they
refuted to recognise the
union
When I F\V contracts
expired in IU73. growers
negotiated
with
Ihe
Teamsters
l nion to
organize then farm labor
The
teamstei
contract*
established
lower
base
wages ami did nol contain
provisions lor health and
safety
Fai in workers never were
given .i chance to choose
hearing on proposed drilling
their own union Newsweek
magazine reported that
TESTIMONY from the
more than DO per cent ol Ihe
healing will bo given In In
workers supported UFW,
tei lor Seci etai \ Hogei - *
but when directoi Cesar
H Morton Who is expected
Chavez called lor a lair
to make a decision by
election, the glowers and
siimmci
Teamsters refused
\n environmental study
When (have/ called for
commissioned by Amoco
the most recent boycott ol
acknowledged that a set IOUS
lion uilinii gi apes and lettuce
potential threat
to the
aqudei i listed bui vain n i. .mil Gallo wine, he appealed
to the American public loi
could i
oliminated by
help in Ihe struggle The
propel saleguards

lot thousands
t'onsei vationrsts also (eai
drilling operations would
damage the central Florida
aquilei a vital recharge
area lot fresh watei located
in Ihe hc.ut .it the loresl
\iiiei ica <• in-1 g v
del money will exisi lor
another lu to IS years, said
Jerrold XI Pachman, an
economist loi Aniucu at the
Marl ot .i two-da*. I S
Departmenl ol
Interiot

UtO CAMPUS MOVia'
f

I

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
LITTLE SIS RUSH

■»

BARBRA THE
STREI SAND
BOX

Jan. 9th 7:30-9:30

FRKW4JAN 11417
6-8-10 P* gee »<* ID

All interested girls
welcome

2io Hr\TH'$cieNce

Foreign students set meetings
The life ol a loreign student at the University is
considerably different al times than that ol an American
ItudeM And in many ways their lives are similar
Discussions on these similarities and difference* are what
the bi weekly coffee hours sponsored by International
Programs are all about. Dr 1. Edward Shuck, program
line, tin >jut yesterday
The discussion groups, which meet on Tuesday and
Thill sday from 2 4 p m are opened to all students
BACH WEEK, ■ different campus group sponsors the
discussion Refreshments are served
In addition a Pakistani American group is being
organized b> Baqir S Husain graduate -indent in
economics Husain said he is hoping funds can be collected
to sponsor outside speakers
For more information on the col tec hours or the
Pakistani-American group contacl Dt shuck al 'tT'J 2*247 or
Husain al SSI U453

newsnotes
Energy panel

recent I'FW picketing at
Great Scot lood store in
Howling Gram is part ol this
nation wide boycott
'We are asking people to
help Ihe [arm workers win
back their contracts by
boycotting California table
grapes and iceberg lettuce
nol
bearing
the
farmworkers' Union label.
by honoring [arm worker
picket
lines
aI
supermarkets,
and
by
looking up and helping out
the local boycott si ill
Chavez said
Now more than ever, we
are convinced thai until all
the poor are organized into a
strong union, responsive to
their members thai our
American ideal ol equality
will be only an empty
dream." he said

SBO's efforts The decision,
which rests with city
council, may be presented to
the councilby the middle of
next month

COLUMBUS
I.AI'I
\ select
committee on energy was created
yesterday by. ihe Ohio House in an effort
to gear up lor an expected deluge of
energy crisis legislation at the newh
convened session
House Speakei \ <; Lancione IU-W
Holland named leaders ol both panics
In Ihe policy panel which Will receive all
energy lulls
eliminate duplication
among them sliidy llicm [or most
Immediate need
and recommend
standing committee* lii winch they will
be assigned

Exemption
WASHINGTON 1AP1 toe newspapei
industry has asked the Coal ol laving
Council to exempt it completely Horn
government wage-price controls
In a petition lilcd before the council
lasl Friday the American Newspaper

Publisher's Vssociatiun 1ANPA1 said
total decontrol ol the newspaper
business is essential merely Incorrect
the impact ol crushing economic
inequities
The AM' \ said the industry is caught
in an economic hind because of the
escalating price Ol newsprint imported
Irom Canada, postal rate increases and
exempt competitors

GOP contender
COI.l Mill S i Al'i StateSen Stanley
,i Aronoti IH-H Cincinnatii affirmed
yesterday he is in the Republican
primary
campaign
lor
lieutenant
governor to ita)
l.l Gov John Itrown changed his mind
Monday and announced he will run lor
re-election rather than seek the GOP s
nomination to the I S Senate
A word was broken Aronoll said ot
Brown s decision
It (list makes me
come back harder and more determined
to Stay in the race.

f^^^M^^ liS&l ~^-.-\~.~
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'1000 GRAND PRIZE
12 Week Dance Competition
11 Weekly Winners To Dance-Off
For Grand Prize
Every Thursday Night Starting Tomorrow
10:30-11:30 P.M.

Agora

yte'Flavorof

(^America .

Jowmon)

SBO s proposal calls lor
the temporary closing of a
portion ol Kidge Street
bordered by a line
immediately east ol the
Kidge Street North College
Drive intersection and mi
mediately west ol the stop
sign at the northeast cornel
of Hayes Hall -from H I in
to 4 p.m. . Monday through
Friday
Grady has said the closing
would provide lor the salelv

of students attending classes
and crossing from major
buildings
The city administration
already has said it will
neither support nor oppose

*

I nder union regulations a
WOI k week consisted ol eight
or nine hours a day si\ da) I week
Despite obvious benefits
to the tarm
workers
growers were nol satisfied
Accustomed to slave laboi

Environmentalists concerned
about proposed drilling site
HI \i \ n.i
^P i - Oil industry officials testified yes
terday thai America laces .i
long term enei gv
crisis
making it Imperative to drill
tor oil anil natural gas In
Florida - Ot ala National
Forest
Conservationists claim
drilling would damage the
environment ol Ihe X8.000
acre wilderness, home lo the
Florida panthei. bears and
deer and ,i recreation area

The pamphlets will be
delivered in person to each
councilman by Hoffman and
myself." Gradysaid
He also said another
factor supporting the Kidge
St. closing is Daylight
Savings Time
He said darkness in the
early hours makes it even
more
hazardous
when
students cross Hidge St

3415 Dorr St.
Toledo, Ohio
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FREE/

*7il*t of a,,
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Music by Sweetleaf

230

Judging by WIOT Discjockeys
lor«to»lable IriaiRS
Dece.f Tables

3er avci
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— LIVE MUSIC

TRY IT

Tom Honsa
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BOOKS

9PM
1628 E. WOOSTER - 352-0709

1AM

"Call Us For Details"

IS THERE ANYTHING LIKE "CHEAP THRILLS"

This Week At The Agora
Wed. - Drink & Drown Night
Thurs. - Sweetleaf
Fri. - M. F. Rattlesnake
Sat. - I Don't Care.
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Journalist discusses freedom

Press individualism advocated
By Jucl Romakrr
News Editor
With
American
journalism rapidly losing its freedom,
student journalists
must fight to be themselves.
Dr. John C. Merrill, professor of journalism at the
University of Missouri, said
yesterday
"The tendency today is to
institutionalize,
robotize-everything and everybody."
he said.
DR. MERRILL, who is on
campus this week
presenting a series of lectures
on
current
issues
in
journalism, said that despite
students being educated into
stereotypes, the "individual
with a spark will be set aside
Irum the herd."

3<K

I"

MtC

Institutionalization
with
its dehumanization and its
affects on the journalist is
dealt with in Dr Merrill's
book. "The Imperative of
Freedom. A Philosophv of
Journalistic
Autonomy,"
which will be released in
April
The book, his most recent
of nine, focuses on the
internal and external forces
which are posing a threat to
press freedom in the United
States
and
a
growing
conformity
which
is
developing among American
journalists and news media

WITH INTERESTS in the
"new
journalism."
Dr.
Merrill said reporters have

BfK.

XK

the opportunity to give news
dimension by reporting not
just facts, but by creating a
mood
"It's
a
matter
of
presenting a whole picture
of an event." he explained
"Time magazine and The
New
Yorker
are good
examples
of
the
new
journalism ' "
He said the new form of
journalism, which cannot be
taught, adds insight to the
personality of persons in the

news. "It adds color and zip.
New journalism' fills in
between the lines." he said
With
the
"new
journalism" gradually being
accepted, it will combine
with the traditional form of
reporting to give a balance,
according to Dr. Merrill
"There won't be enough
time, space or talent to have
only the new journalism.'
Some people won't be able to
do it Either you can or you
can't, and that is why there

won ' be just the
new
journalism,' ' he explained.
••THE
ARTISTIC
reporters will use the new
journalism'
while
the
prosaic souls will stick with
the old type of journalism."
he added
His lecture series, offered
for class credit by the School
of Journalism,
continues
tonight from 7-9 in the Fink
Dogwood Suite. Union. It is
Iree and open to the public.

$ mokes gain in Europe
LONDON I API -The U.S.
dollar
made
spectacular
new gains in most European
money markets yesterday,
hitting 11-month highs in
some centers
The
price
ol
gold,
meanwhile, soared to an alltime high ol $130.50 an
ounce.
reflecting
uncertainty over the future
value of
European currencies, dealers said
Most attention, however,
locused on the dollar, which
has increased its value
against leading European
currencies by some 3 per
cent in the past two days
alone
The
big
spurt
came
Monday after Japan
in
el led devalued the yen
about 7 per cent, raising
speculation that Europeans,

XtC

SENIORS

Need a picture for a job application and
your high school senior photograph just don't
portray the real you anymore? The KEY photographer, returning January 14 for one week,
could solve your problem. Call 372-0086 to
make an appointment.

NICKI'S BOOTERY
SEMI-ANNUAL
FOOTWEAR
CLEARANCE

too.
might
let
their
currencies drop against the
dollar.

BUT THE I'.S currency
eased off in Britain and
(Jermany,
following
its
biggest advance of the year
in both countries Monday
Dealers said some technical
setback had been expected
The
over-all
trend,
however, continued to be a
strongly recovering dollar
The U.S. currency had lost
some 20 per cent of its value
in Europe, floating down
between
the
February
devaluation and las) July
when it began to turn around
on improving US foreign
Hade figures
The big push came in
October with the supply
cutbacks
and
price
increases
by
Arab
ml
producers
These
moves
were
expected
to
hurt
Europe and Japan primarily
because they are far more
dependent on Mideast ml
than the lulled Stales The
dollar
immediately

benefited
One ol the lust hcnclils

could well be on the oil
tronl
In Geneva, Iranian
Finance Minister .lamshid
Amou/egar told newsmen
the price ol oil could drop by
6 per cent from Feb
1
because ol the strengthening
dollar oil producers are
paid
in
dollars
and
agreements lake account of
changing values in I he I' s
. in rency

A POSSIBLE 6 per cent
diop would probably have
little effect on consumers
alreadj
hit
by
I he
approximately wo per cent
increase in the COSl ol
Persian tiull ml in the past
year

rMwtpfswti Wf

Telephone linemen in Bowling Green don't let the cold weather
interrupt their servicing of the wires. They are housed in protective

A meeting "i oil states in
tieneva is now deciding
whethei the stronger dollar
will allow ml price cuts

tarp tents, complete with small heaters, while they repair damaged
connections.

US - Cuba relations reconsidered
WASHINGTON
(API
Ihe State Department was
studying on Tuesday the
possibility
"I
U S Cuban
talks on renewing diplomatic relations iollowing

BG PHOTO CLUB
OFFERS:

TECHNICAL KNOW HOW
FOR BEGINNERS. USE OF A
COMPLETE DARKROOM
AND OTHER PHOTO
ACTIVITIES
FOR MORE INFOPMA TION
COME TO RM. 104 B.A. AT
6:00 P.M. WED., JAN. 9.

reports ol i uh.i s willing
ness to consider the subject
under
certain
circumstances
Cuba's
ambassador
to
Mexico.
Fernando Lopen
Muino, said ins government
is 'ready to discuss, rtol
establish' relations with the
United States ii Washington
is prepared to end its sup
port ol the nine-year-old
hemispheric embargo ol ihe
Caribbean island
The conciliator)
slate
ment appealed to at least
partially satisfy one ol the
two conditions tor Improving
relations with Cuba outlined
by Secretary ol state Henry
A. Kissinger 12 days ago
Kissinger said then that
"the hostility iii the government ot Cuba" has been one
ut two major obstacles lo
rapprochement
The
second
harrier.
Kissinger said, is Cuba's
"commitment
lo
revolutionary policy throughout

the Western hemisphere
STATE Department offl
cials
noted
that
Cuban
Prime Minister Fidel ('astro
reaffirmed Ins support lor
this policy just III days ago
when he declared that Cuba
is willing to dispatch troops
to
any
Latin
American
country which,
in the lace
oi
imperialist
agression,
needs Cubans to fight along
side them
The lust
public Stale

Department
response
to
Lopez's remarks was one of
cautious interest

IH'partinent

spokesman

George Veal said "We arc
not dismissing them
We
will weigh everything "
He said however, that he
would not
want to jump to
the conclusion thai Lopez statements
constituted
a
major departure in i uban
policy toward the I mied
Slates Vesl indicated thai
further evidence would be

needed oi Cuba s interesl in
improving relations
MIME DIPLOMATS laid
they believe Lopez may he
attempting to pave Ihe way
lor a face-to-face meeting
with Kissinger when the
secretary goes to Mexico lor
a meeting ol hemispheric
foreign
ministers
next
month
Asked about this prospect,
a Cuban source in Mexico
said
i guess you could speculate that Ihe ambassador s
meeting with newsmen has
something to do with the
Kissinger visit
The hemisphere embargo
against Cuba was imposed
in
the
Organization
ot
American States in 1964
alter it determined that
Cuba
was
guilty
ot
attempting
to
ferment
revolution in Venezuela

SKI ASPEN - SPRING BREAK
WOMENS' FOOTWEAR FROM
DUNHAMS, CONNIE, BATTANI,
B0RT, CORLETON, BASS
REG PRICES FROM 45"
$

TO 31"
NOW
1 PAIR FOR 13.87
2 PAIR FOR 22.87
3 PAIR FOR 29.87

HPE CREDIT AVAILABLE
'290 For Singles
'307" each tor inameds (private room)

INCLUDES
1. Ground and Air Transportation
2. Lodging For 7-Nights
3. Lift Tickets For 6 Days
4. Continental Breaktast, Sauna, Lounge
$50 deposit by Jan 18.1974
Remainder due by Feb 16. 1974
CONTACT DICK BOWERS
HPE DEPT 372 2192 or 372 2876

WOMENS' BOOTS

HEY
PODNERS!

REG.FROMt21wto,38M
NOW FROM

WtoW

WEDNESDAY IS
MENS' FOOTWEAR - DEXTER,
WE YENBERG, BASS, NUNN-BUSH, HARBOURS

HAMBURGER PLATTER
and ((tu(

REG. FROM »23* to »3S«

'•4 pound freshly ground pure beef,

1PAIR$15°°
2 PAIR $25°°

o dice of mellow cheese on toasted
••same bun, trench fries and cole slaw,
served with The Real Thing, Coke.

$1.00

niki's

REG. $1.40

I >|ii.illl.
UU.llllv llNllUI.ll
tlMllM
I..I MHII.IIMlxiHIHtl

Mon.-Fri.ll-9
Sat 10-6

$ DOLLAR DAY $

'SAVE 40c

Stadium Plaza
Center

300 EAST
W00STER ST.
GOOD ONLY
JAN. 9th

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Spaghetti and Garlic Bread
from 5 to 9

99

no delivery on this special

Wdrntdoy, Jonuory 9, 1974, Th. BG N.w. Pog. 5

Where Thrifty Shopping Is A Pleasure"

Great Scot
FRIfNOir FOOD STORES

flf
.tffti

GREAT SCOT'S DOING MORE FOR YOU I
BEGIN THE YEAR OFF RIGHT WITH THESE SUPER
SEVEN PAY BONUS BUYS & EVERYDAY DISCOUNT PRICES!

TURBOT
FILLETS
DINNER BELL

DINNER BELL

$ 29

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

-

FLECHTNER CHUNK STYLE

SMOKED SAUSAGE LB 1
DINNER BELL

.

$ 19

ALL BEEF WIENERS LB. 1

IVIIVOA* OUCOUN' PRiC

IVIRTDAV DISCOUNT PRItl

NESTLE S

c

i 69
I VIBTDA ' DISCOUNT VRICf

<£53c

POTATOES
POLAR POLYBAG

FROZEN DINNERS

)g

PORK & BEANS

RICH'S

COFFEERICH

S

WELCHADE

I VI 1*0** DISCOUNT PR K I

IVIITOAT OISCOUNI »«ICf

HEINZ KECC

DEL MONTE

FRUIT CUP

16
OZ

CLAD

18c COFFEE MATE

£ 68c TRASH BAGS

IVIUVDAT DISCOUNT MICI

V 8 VEGETABLE

£44c JUICE
£ 35

PIZZA MIX

14
.OI.

c

39

fVI«VOAV DISCOUNT i'Ri'1

55

DETERGENT

raid

116c PUFFS

WAFFLES

IVIITDAT

POTATO CHIPS
KING
Sill

99

c

S? 28c

DISCOUNT •>■■( I

TOILET TISSUE

e

PRINGLES

.PK.66

355550 ■

™*

SIE2S'
ORT
LIQUID

M,

MAXWELL HOUSE
INSTANT COFFEE

-K.99

pi 25c

SOFT TOUCH

owmrnmuT
SITE 84'

.
R>

iimsmssmsmmssM
:WW551Rn^W5555555555555555550lS
' SAH14SOFT SPREAD

29c

ivitro.. OIUOUNI ttici
FACIAL TISSUE

i vi »f DA r DISCOUNT PUK I

RINSO

c

oJ2 63e PAPER TOWELS

SiAWAY

APPIAN WAY

c

NORTHERN JUMBO

56c FROSTED FLAKES
IVII.D.i OKCOUNI

c\° 79c

IVItTOAT DISCOUNT «ICl

KELLOGG S SUGAR
6
. . PK.

lvri>D»t DISCOUNT P>V|CI

GRAPE DRINK

FROZEN VEGETABLES 2/85

CARNATION

IVIBTDAT DISCOUNT Mltl

IVIRYDA' DISCOUNT PBICI

c

KETCHUP

69

89l

in.

IVltIO*' OISCOUNI f «iCI

IVIRTDAV DIICOUNI PRICI

CAMPBELL'S

fVlft'DAT DISCOUNT "B'CI

ORE IDA FROZEN MASH BROWN

IVIITDAT DISCOUNT PRitr

iCOUN

LIBBYLANO

BOLOGNA

89

0,

i

'.'"

....
JUG

. SIZE

•

54*

WITH THIS CHAT SCOT COUPON
GOOO IMIOUOM iANUAIT 14 l*T4

sMMmiwmmmmmt ,■■■■
'■I

SHE 80'

HUNT CLUB
BURGERBITS

,'« «-,

IMPERIAL MARGARINE TUIS N)0

25
"

$Q49

0

IftlTH THIS Gtl AT SCOT lOU^ON
GOOD IHIOUG" jANUAAT <4 1*TA

^mm^ i. v y. 'j.'. v u.y', (M jjiMii.« w 0 SjlilMillWvLW v JUUi
ice are p/eased to accept

U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMP

COUPONS

1

.

Great Scot
FRIfNDir FOOD STORES

,
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Nixon to begin 'comeback' campaign
to
lead
the
determined
renewed
comeback
campaign
While still tentative, the
outline
campaign s
includes:
-Giving Cabinet members
more visible responsibilities
in running the government
and in promoting adminis
tiation proposals
Continued
presidential
stress on foreign at I airs
With special emphasis on the
Middle
East
peace and

SAN CLEMENTE. Calif
A I'
President Nixon
in,irk- his 61st birthdav
todaj ready to emerge irom
a period ul introspective
seclusion with, a freih eHort
lo haii the erosion oi Watergale on Ins presidency
senioi Jules -.i\
Several aides acknowl
edged in lin ili.l.n eve Interviews thai the strains ol the
pasi year have laken a toll in
Nixon s physical vigoi
Kill llii'V ik'si i ilitil him .is

SPACES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING
ENGLISH COURSES OMITTED FROM ORIGINAL
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES:
Instructor
Instructor
Instructor
Instructor

>AeV«^*AA*A»V*eVVMA***e^rt*Aft*e%AAA*AA*****4

T0E

SIDE
DOOR
presents
Charlie Flowers
Jan. 11 & 12 (Fri. & Sat.) 8:30-11 A.M.
Carnation Room • Union
Only 25* - Cheap!
V»v»»V¥V»wyvw»i<»vw»vwM«<yw<y»*<«J»>t

'1.00

CLA-ZEL
129N.MAIN.B.G

353-1361

cial interviewed used
word
'"determined"
describe Nixon's mood

Since arriving in California Dec 26. Nixon has
spent hours in the solitude of
the second-lloor study of his
oceanside villa, reflecting
on the torrent of events that
battered his administration
in the past year and working
on plans for the next year
Every White House offi-

•HE'S NOT going to
permit
the
government,
himself and the executive
branch to become consumed
by Watergate." said one
advisor who sees the Presi-

Desperate to trim oil a
lew pounds after Christmas
vacation'' A diet wurkship
ottered this quarter at the
I nivcisiiv could IH- your salV.lllllll

The Ill-week class is open
lu both students and the
Although
the
workshop
has hern in operation in
Howling (iirrii toi several
years.
(Ins is the hrsl
quarter M has been offered
on campus Maggie Houston.
instructor
in
continuing
education, said
The workshop began in the
laic I Will s in Huston she
said
The founder saw a
definite need for nutrition
education
and
sensible
weight loss Houston said
The program provides alter
natives lo program weight
loss with iniiividiiii/iii attention tor each person
A specific topic on weight
loss will be discussed at

problems themselves and
are trained specialists, certified in dieting control
Houston said she lost' 68
pounds on the program
Fees for the workship are
$28 The first class will be
held 7-9 p m Monday in 129
Life Science Hldg

each
class
meeting..
Houston said
The topics
include how to travel and
stay on a diet. how to order
iiom a menu and how to
entertain,
be entertained
and eat well
According to Houston, lewmedical
reasons
exist
against dieting
We have no
hassles with the medical
profession." she said Also,
the University loud service
Is willing to cooperate with
dieting students
The course will emphasise
exercise as a pan oi weight
control Houston said Although optional, exercises
will be done in class
Structured Isotonics for
muscle tone and isometrics
lor breathing control will
also be taught. Houston said
However,
no
spec lal
clothing will be needed lot
class

K01 more information and
to register for the workshop
contact Continuing Education. Administration Bldg
The diet workshop was
invited on campus by I'mversit) President Dr Hollis

\ Moore Jr

WEDNESDAY AT 8:00 P.M. ONLY
THURSDAY AT 7:00 & 9:00 P.M.

All Instructors tor the
workshop have had diet
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THURSDAY STUDENT NKMT - I.D. t $100

Mou«
Fabrics

CINEMA I
AT Hum INI. GUI I N s
STADIUM PIA2A

NOW PLAYING - DOUBLE FEATURE
SHOWTIMES
WEDNESDAY
"JEREMY" 7:15
"ALICES RtSTAURANT'

CO** AS UIl »S 8 40 AW SEE BOTH FH.MS
EITU SHOWMC THUtSMT THRU SUNDAY ONLY

ALICE'S

Wond srfully water rep illent
cottor suede for wi tier's
vests, pants, weekend* out
fits. 3 6 inches wide, an lit is
mach ne washable, of cc urse!
Was 1 13.98 a yard.

S 266

RESTAURANT

yd.

STARRING

ARLOGUTHRIE
RATED R
■•

OB
United Artists

GOOD
ONLY
SUNDAY
JAN. 13

CINEMA H
AT PPWIING CRCEN S
STADIUM PIAZA -

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
HENRY FONDA

R

I

Have the hungries already hit'1 Looking lor meal coupons
at a discount price'1 Or do you have extra coupons you'd like
to sell lor some additional pocket money''
II so the Student Body Organization iSBOi is willing to
help
Fred Hoffman, junior IB A I and SBO vice president, said
yesterday the organization is sponsoring a meal coupon
exchange program Persons wishing to buy or sell coupons
should contact Hoffman at 372-2951 and leave their name,
telephone number the amount ol tickets they wish to sell
and the price
Slid will thentrv to match buvers with sellers

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
1

>'. - J M' 'T]~TT> M c 1 * 1 D ; e; T 1
.MiQ.aB'.M.N-BQiii-LJJiEj

fiii Mora pinuaiil
di Approached,
62 Join, rloaeli

DOWN
1 onfeetion,
Thin plate*,
C urm-ive-.
I loorini
lerlal.
5 Maatael
-ncape.
'■ Hake >■ • ommenl,
7 W in.LI. |ui|.
M Small barracuda.
■ Bank robber".
atnraiu •' man.
In Straddling
II Twickenham
Irueki.
11 Mi-.,-.,,.,.,
Ii-h,I", Iinii 1 - ni-iirlilini
17 w alei inn plai er
:n Ever) one,
21 w BMTI weapon,
21 Ol the national
Ki\ ,1 lunenl
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IS Bull Imilrr.
tci Morn trtbeemen,
17 Handiome hone
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OKAY. YOU CAN
6ET OUT HtUB THIS
LOOKS LIKE A PRETTY
&OOP SPOT FOR.
HITCHMKIN6.

V

PAP, I

mourn YOU
wtee 6otN6
10 DRIVE ME
, BACK TO
SCHOOL..

YOU

sAip you
WANTED
10 HIKH-

I HIKE.

v
Y

IHATmSNBAK.

ne House! i

BUT..BUT..
you SAID
THAT I
COODNT/

\

tf

DIDN'T WANT
ANYONE TOSH
YOU HITCHHIKIN6
NBM THE- HOUSE!

. BUT..

C'WM
OUT!OUT!
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Club grants
The
Lakewood College
(Tub is offering grants to
qualified women Irom the
West
Shore
area
ol
Cleveland
The applicant's academic
record and financial need
are
given
prime
con
sideration in awarding the
grants
Applications
may
be
obtained by contacting Mrs
James R. Mecredy Secre
tary
ol
the Scholarship
Committee lab!" Belle Ave
Lakewood,
Ohio.
44107
Deadline for application is
March 1
The organization presents
grants ol up to $600

PAGLIAIS PIZZA:

~-*m>~ CL3SSIFIED
l AMPtS CALENDAR
Wednesday. Januarys. 1974
UAO announces the nrsl Bridge Class ot the winter
series begins tonight from 7 to 9 p m in the Wayne
Room ol (he t ni.ni It is open to those registered in
the Cnion Activities Office in the t'nion
The Students International Meditation Society will
hold an advanced lecture for those practicing
Transcendental Meditation tonight at i> 30 p.m in the
Kaculty Lounge ol the Cnion
The Students International Meditation Society will
hold a checking meeting for those practicing
Transcendental Meditation today from 2-4 p m in the
Faculty Lounge ol the I nion
RIDES
Available
Jan
Kansas City area
Dick. 352-5750.

10,
Call

LOST AND FOUND

EVENINGS - 7:30 & 9:30

STARRING

SBO to help student hungries

by Garry Trudeau

forwarded then to Ft Knox
Winners will be announced
July 31.

NOW SHOWING

ASH
WEDNESDAY

\ar

Mil 1I1.- din.
Parian.
hrm.i.
Evil aril..
Fashion ili-iii.
Jlifllll
. -Illlll
I.,
ollr lion ill
anerdotes.
Arranged in .1
pile,
Knilinh Ivei
lin**- .111 appoint.
ni
Compulsion,
Frits, brother,
Coord Fruit.
Outfit lin
Doroth] I .union
Farmer ■ aid.
-•*. i»- canton.
|tln|. iinii.i
• W here
Northern
European.
I
free
delivery.
Store of .. kin.i
tt.tt. I lea
l.u.ll-1
Sunnel Inn-.
Chapter*! partn
Namby-pamby*
iJUlinguiahed
nrlnr.

The back trouble was
cited by one aide as the
reason for a slight limp
Nixon sometimes displays
But the President's health is
a subject aides try to skirt in
conversations
with
outsiders
It is such a sensitive
subject that even minor
ailments are kept secret

DOONESBURY

8:40

SHOWTIMES
THURSDAY
"JEREMY" 7:15 & 1030
•ALICES RESTAURANT" 840 only

It's about the
first time
you fall
in love.

cloli
solids

SU ede

eight State region K super
\ Ises riic scholarships will
be awarded to outstanding
students in Military Science
I
The scholarships provide
tuition and textbook monies
pays laboratorj lees .mil
oilers a $Hkl per month
allowance
Applications
may be obtained from Col
Kettle between Jan IS .1 rut
April IB
Applications
will
be
screened by a I niversit)
board consisting ol military
and civilian faculty
The
selected applications will be

LAST SUMMER'S bout
with viral pneumonia hit
Nixon harder than publicly
disclosed, according to one
assistant who added

"He's not one to complain
or let on. so it's hard to
tell."

U Diverting people.
12 Niamey** country
l*i Managed
carefully.
IB Tuili-h lillc.
SO Word mill don
or li.li.
.i2 Layer.
"it III ill! |'l.I' r nl.
",ii Compaw pi.
."iH Regulation.

i'l Creek goddem

ill lllll-i<

IH
I1'
21
22
.' I
25

ROTC offering 3-year grants

THE CRIME WAR TO
END ALL CRIME WARS

ACROSS
Rio dr I'
Scamp.
Fieneh
dramatist
Ciljr in TeJMU,
Signature "I .1
Britlah orller.
(ill.- ul re>perl,

I
ft
1:

The Reader's Digest Foundation has awarded tin School
ol Journalism with a til.MM check lor Students Ira el
expenses while covering news and feature stories
In a Intel to Di Joseph A Del Porto professoi i(
journalism ami loiinei director ui the School of Journalism
Kent Rhodes president ol the foundation .-.ml 11 was voted
lo increase research grants l» schools ol lOUrnallSIII thai
favor us with a good report "
"Your fine school is one deserving ol ••" Increase
he
s.nd
Di Del Porto s.nil the money is the result Ol .1 1 ipm I

Flrsl yeai HOTC cadets

ALTHOUGH
they
occasionally
discuss
in
private the possibility of
Nixon resigning, those aides
closest to him say they are
certain he will not quite the
presidency
I don't know how the hell
he s done il but he s hanging

in there," said one staffer
"He's going to gut it out one
way or another, like a distance runner."
To some of those around
him. Nixon has aged considerably in the past year,
with his face growing more
lined and his complexion
losing its healthy hue

Co*

Journalism school
awarded $ 1000

are eligible for three year
scholarships, according to
Colonel Robert G Kettle,
professor
ol
military
science
Second ROTC Region. Ft
Knox. Ky . is offering 172
scholarships throughout the

dent often and is a virtual
mirror
of
presidential
attitudes.
"No president has ever
gone through a year of
attack, or pressure like this
past one. " he added "We've
had a year of it. and enough
is enough Let's move on "
The words used by this
official
echoed
phrases
Nixon repeated time and
again during the past year
as he sought to overcome
Watergate's impact.
Another aide said Nixon is
"ready to hit the boards running" beginning with his
State of the I mon message
and budget, both of which
will reach Congress later
this moth

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

compiled last May for the foundation
Grants are available to individual students who appl) to
the School of Journalisms Headers Digisl committee
Journalism students wishing to apply lor a grant should I ill
out .1101 in available in the School of Journalism
Applicants Will be evaluated by the committee
To date. 15.500 has been received from the Reader's
Digest Foundation

NOW PLAYING

the
to

Diet dosses offered

public

436 (0355) Contemporary Poetry, 1945 to date
Howard McCord
7 9 M.W (4)
422 (0330) Poetry by American Women
Martha Ecknan
11 MR (4)
205 (15501 Techniques ol Poetry
3 5 I,R (41
Oara Wier
303 (03291 Early American lit. Survey
Jack Helder
12 Ml (51

THJJRSDAV STUDENT NtCHT - Ht

international cooperation to
solve the energy crisis
-A White House reorganization with Vice President
Gerald K Ford assuming a
broad role in congressional
and domestic alfairs and as
a vigorous champion of
Nixon
administration
proposals

1

Due to the energy crisis,
there is a 15c delivery j
charge instead of raising all
our prices.

j

Lost Large white dog
with brown spols
Answers to Luke Reward Please call 3533662
Lost
Brown wallet,
downtown Reward Call
Chris. 352-0025
Lost
Medium
sued,
brown, female dog with
black tail Reward 3524208

HELP WANTED
The Den now interviewing for part-time
sale help For info &
appoinlment, call 352-

Petti's Alpine Village is
now hiring cocktail
waitresses
and
bar
maids, must be 21 no experience necessary, full
and part-time
Petti s Alpine Village is
now hiring waiters and
waitresses, must be 21.
work II 30 to 1 30. Mon
thru Fri. one waiter or
waitress needed to work
10 30 to 5 00 Mon thru
FrL

#®*

Delivery personnel pizza
makers wanted Apply in
person. Pagliais Pizza
1004 S Main.

SERVICES OFFERED

Mother with new baby
needs an on call' baby
sitter lor 2 older
children Must have own
car and most afternoons
free Call 354-3152

We are the Guitars
Friend a mail order
guide lo acoustic instruments it accessories
We carry guitars as
Martin Guild Gibson.
Ovation
Yamaha:
Hohnei
harps,
dulcimers,
recorders,
banjos, books, and more-and discount 25't Our
catalogue will be sent out
free upon request
Guitars Friend. 1240
Brogan.
Stockbndge.
Michigan 49285

WANTED
F
needed to share
duplex with 2 other girls
Phone 352-0352 after 5
pm

Need 1 or 2 f roommates 352-0911 or 3539863
1 roommate I'niversitv
Village 352-7921
Need I f rmt
S55 mo 352-7881

qtr

1
male roommate
needed close lo campus
Phone 352-0008.

Need girl over lunch
break Mon thru Fri 11
1. and Thurs p m 9-1
Apply at Mr Ed's Pizza
Pub

Need 1 m roommate for
imm.
occupancy
S65 month
everything
furnished Near campus
Call 352-0834.

Need driver with own car
Mon and Sat 5-1. Wage
plus mileage Apply at
Mr. Ed's Pina Pub

1 f. roommate needed
winter, spring qts Close
to campus. Write: Debra
Coon, c o German Dept

House bov wanted. Call
2 2588 or 2-3509

Need roomeis for large
house 352-6843 ISO mo

Exp bass player looking
t jr work Call 372-3448

PERSONALS
The Key photographer
will be on campus for one
week, starting Januarv
14 Call 372-0086 for an
appoinlment
The Gig was jumping and
so were we Thanks alot
Phi Delt s for a great
Tea The Chi Oi

.■nitit Boots 9<i 150 3527058
Magnavox
portable
stereo
Excellent
condition and sound Will
bargain
Call 352-7983
alu-r jp in Musi sell
Lexington solid slate
AM-FM stereo receiver
and I wo 10' speakers for
only $35 00 Great sound
and room to expand Call
372-1593 after 4 00 and
ask for Mike.

Sonv reel to reel tape
deck 1175 Gary 352-6446
New 10 watt RMS
receiver Asking 175 Call
372-5792.
71 Cougar XR7 Must
sell Call Mesh. 372-2248
Housetrailer for sale. 2
bdrm . across from
Offenhauer. cheap. Lot
No2.

FOR RENT

Ping - If you ask me why
I'll say why not When
you see you'll know.

1 bed apt available immediately $130 mo 352
5412

Alpha Sigma Phi Little
Sis Hush. January 9th.
14th and 16th from 7:30 to

Efficiency apt available
winter & spring qtrs. 428
N. Prospect 353-1935.

FOR SALE

House for rent. 1 girl
needed. 1 blk
from
campus Call after 3, 3526162

rso

Complete

men's

ski

Wednesday, January 9, 1974, IK. IO N.w./ro*. 7

Nixon comments on 1971 milk
issue, denies industry influence
SAN CLEMENTE. Calif
iAPI - President Nixon acknowledged yesterday thai
he took "traditional political
considerations" into account
when he ordered a controversial 1971 hike in federal
milk price supports
But. in a pair of "white
papers ' issued by the While
House. Nixon denied that
pledges of campaign contributions influenced his action
in the milk case or in
settlement of an ITT antitrust case

Country
contrasts

While driving through the country near Bowling Green, the photographer
spotted this old-fashioned piece of farm machinery. Using a high contrast
photographic

process,

he

created

the

stark,

almost

unreal

illusion

{newsphoto by Joseph Glick).

Heleasing the statements
as part of Nixon's so-called
Operation Candor, the White
House said no presidential
documents, files or tape
recordings
were
being

Where to locate state lottery?
(OHM BIS

1AP1

Representatives <>i Akron
Cincinnati and
Cleveland
yesterday asked the Ohio
Lottery
Commission
to
establish its state head
quarters in their city
four
more
cities
are
scheduled to appear before
the new commission toda;
lo make similar requests
The presentations came as

the commission created by
a vote HI the people last
May moves lo put Ohio's
state lottery into business
In oiher action yesterday
the commission voted to
make quick visits to five
other states with lotteries lo
observe their operations
The commission also sei a
general
deadline
for
appointing
an
executive
director
but hedged on
when the lottery itsell would
get undei way
"I'VE ALWAYS kind ol
hedged on dates bet ause
this is something thai s new
to all ol us. said chairman
David V Leahy
The
commission
look
yesterday afternoon to hear
the cities representatives

who included civic poluie.il
ami laboi leadei All three cities told Ihe
commission
thai
their
citizens
supported
the
lottery,
their populations
would
provide
.1
good
market lor Ihe lottery and
that commercial properties
were available
Cities scheduled to appeal
today
aif
Columbus
Dayton Easl Palestine and
Mansfield
THE commission said 11
has received applications
ironi 11 persons loi cxe
cutive director and sche
duled interviews lo begin
Jan IT ii assigned Ihe week
ol .Ian
21 for (ravel 10
Michigan
New
Jerse\
Maryland
New York and
Pennsy Ivania
I think we should visit
these othei states and see
what they ve goi
Leahy
said
I Hunk we will come
away
with
conclusions
which will in.ike this a
better lottery
said
Details ol
the lottery
system still are Indicated
the lottery would probably
be run weekh with tickets

undecided
But an initial
report
t>\
Commissioner
Itlchard Hust indicated ihe
lottery would probably be
run weekly
With tickets
selling loi about 50cents
\ hasu- prize nt aboul 125

30.000 from Monday
The total did not include
the 490.IMKI workers pel
manently
unemployed
in
Britain s
25-inillion-man
worklorce
The bread rush started
alter bakers announced they
are cutting output, by j pel
cent to reduce wastage on
unsold loaves and help save
electricity
HOUSEWIVES

in

some

Other state lottery systems
He said Ohio should learn
from mistakes in oilier
slates

HE
SAID
these
con
elusion- were based on the
ti i.d and-erroi
moves
ot

II we do this right, this
lottery is really going lo
takeoff.

Rust said

It you have seen a strange
t lying
object
whizzing
across the night *ky and
want
to
convince
youi
h lends that you have seen .i
i l-'n possibly you can leal n
a
few
pointers
from
attending a lecture
Earl I Nell directOI ol
the (leveland I'fology Pro
uid I s representative
"i the Intercontinental 1 EO
Observei
and
\nalytical
Network will give a talk on
l Ii Is .ii K p iii Monday in
the Grand Ballroom, I'nion
\
reined
commercial
illustratoi
limn
Parma
Ohio, Neil studies I KOs
scientifically as a ufologisl
His interesl in I'EOs began
w 11ii
his
mother s
instructions in astronomy
Nefl lust sighted a huge

orange disc \ug IK 1958,
and has since -cell several
objects wiiuh he considers
Hying sucers
He attributes the recent
increase ol I I'o reports to
Ihe nearness ol Mars lo
Earth
Nell suggests that
the -p.lei-ship-, could be
using
stop

Mars as a refueling

The ufologisl saui he feels
mooniaiidiiigs
have
increased
Ihe
public's
recepliveness lo his presentations mi I'EOs
Nell
claims
he
has
received harassment from
the government in the form
Ol phone tapping and mail
interception Officials are
afraid Ol a mass panic and

areas reacted by besieging
the bread counters Some
shops were sold out by mid
morning through others had
plenty
George Springall chau
man ol the National Eedera
Hun u! Bakers appealed to
housewives to stay cool

The
paper
shortage
caused mainly by a world
wide increase in demand
and crisis in Hie lumber in
dusliy
has been ev.ieel
bated by the government s
onlei
Most
mills
are
working al lifi per cent
capacity

PRODUCTION plan- have
been upsel by the government s powei saving order
that restricts all hill essen
Hal industi ies to three days
electricity a
week
Vnd
transport has been disrupted

I'ai k . measures one step
short ol martial law con
tamed penalties loi
de
laming the measures them
selves
They
barred dissemination
ol
news
on
violators ot the measures
through
broadcasting
reporting oi publishing ot
by any other means

The
bottle
shortage
blamed by Ihe Dairy Trade
Kederation on customers
failure to return returnable
bottles is unlikely lo ease

A government spokesman
said the measures would Inapplied also lo loreign new.
media and suggested that
Ihev be careful in reporting

news

concerning

PARK. A soldier-turned
president, warned thai any
violatoi ol the decree was
subject to arrest without
warrant lor trial by military
court and a maximum 15
years in prison
But the
government
issued
no
precise guidelines ol what
was in bidden
The move put an end to an
apparent moth old political
Ihaw after a major Cabinet
shakeup
Dec
:i
which
dumped
Lee
Hu-rak
as
director
ol
the
feared
Korean Central Intelligence
Agency
There was no immediate
reaction
from
opposition
lorees The ruling Demo
cratlc Republican party said
il
would
wholeheartedly
Support the measures
The
Park
constitution,
written in November 1972
under martial law. gives Ihe
president vast powers over

by a
slowdown on
the
railway, by train engineers
who decided veslerday to
continue their action
A
paper
manufacturer
-aid
the
shortage
has
resulted in a run on toilet
roils
Wives are buying two
or three nine, as many
toilet rolls as they would
normally buy
ho said

Where the
Glass is Greener

-NIXON
had
been
informed
of
the
dairyindustry's intentions to raise
funds
for
the
1972
campaign." although the
White House asserted that
the
pledges
were
not
discussed
in presidential
meetings on the milk price
support increase

do not trust the general
publics
intelligence.
lie
said
Nefl has spoken on television and radio shows and
to numerous organizations
His presentation will include
a collection ol 1'EO slides
and a question anil answer
period
The lecture is sponsored
by Cultural Boost

the
oilier
branches
ol
government and restricts
basic nghls ol the people
SEVERAL hours before
i'.uk announced ins crack
down, the major opposition
New
Democratic
parly
announced that it would join
the campaign lor a new constitution The campaign has
been led by civic and religious leaders without any
traditional
political
oi cam/ation

Telegraph Co.. although he
did order that an appeal in
one ITT case be dropped- an
instruction he rescinded two
days later
-At
the
time,
the
President "was unaware of
any commitment by rTT" to
contribute up to $450,000
toward expenses of the
Republican
National
Convention.
The 17-page statement on
the milk case said the
economic consequences of
Ihe
President's
decision
"have been beneficial to the
entire country "
THE STATEMENT said
the political power of the
dairy industry lobby'' was
brought to Nixon's attention
at the meeting by thensecretary of the Treasury
John Connally who was
quoted
as
having
said,
their votes
would be
important in several midwestern states" and that the
industry would be making
1972 campaign contributions
in congressional races.
Nixon himself concluded,
the White House said, "that
the final decision came
down to the fact that the
Congress was going to pass
(hi
higher support legislation, and he could not veto
it without alienating the
farmers-an essential part of
his political constituency "
After saying it was also
believed that a 1971 hike in
support levels would preclude similar action in the
1972 election year and thus
hold the price line for two
years, the statement said

"THE FUNDAMENTAL
themes running through this
March 23 meeting were two:
ill The unique ant very

of making a decision regarding a vital political
constituency "
The White House statement quoted Sen George
McGovern of South Dakota,
who was to become Nixon's
1972 Democratic opponent,
as having applauded Nixon's
decision to approve higher
supports
It
quoted
McGovern as saying on
April 1. 1971 This reversal
can be considered a victory
for those in Congress who
spoke out vigorously on
behalf
of
the
dairy
farmers. "
The White House said the
dairy industry contributed
M37.0O0 to Nixon's
1972
campaign but added
"It is also worth noting
that the ultimate contributions by the dairy industry to
Ihe President's re-election
effort 111 were far less than
the industry leaders had
hoped to raise. i2> were far
less than the dairy industry
gave to other candidates for
the
House
and
Senate,
including many Democrats
and i3i represented less
than one per cent of the total
contributions to President
Nixon's
re-election
campaign "
THE
WHITE
HOUSE
statement dealt at length
with Democratic support in
Congress for higher milk
supports and said White
House discussions took note
of the fact that legislation to
force higher supports "had
the support of two of the
powerful legislators in the
country-Speaker
of
the
House of Representatives
Carl Albert and Chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee Wilbur Mills''
Both are Democrats

Dali museum owner to speak
Scenes from the play "Day of Absence" by Douglas
Turner Ward and
The Corner" by Ed Bullins will be
presented at 9 p.m tomorrow in the Amani by the Mo-Jo
Theater
The theater group is comprised of students who are not
necessarily theater majors but are interested in any aspect
ol the theater.
Improvisations, in which the audience can participate,
also will be presented
Refreshments will be served following the performance.
The presentation is free and open to the public.

Park defended bis action
by accusing some impure
elements
together
with
those
obsessed
with
delusion ol attempting lo
create social unrest and contusion
by
agitating
the
general
public
and
spreading malicious false
Illinois
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Pre-lnventory Sale!
1 4 off
1/4
1/3
1 3
30%-S0%

Sweater Knit Bodysuits
Sweaters: Turtleneck, Crew neck.

1/4-1/2 eft

Gifts & Misc. Items,

Accessories
Hit I Surf Ml I Scarf 1
Wtm Sin
fM Intd Ooni. tn 15 00
Fur KM*. Sri Sf 00 Ii IIS W

BACCIIS

FwMttm
fcrm
MM SKki'SckcM Cwjn
Ckans. SKtlacn tare SUci

1/3-1/1 iff
WW 13.19
«0W Mc ti H.H
1/2 «lf
I/4-I/2IH
Ml

1/4-i/j *K
urmcs StfccM St)*M
rim < tart Start
OM Cm*. Stf SUMIN

1/2 eft
1/2 eff
MM He

Mask but. S»ill»

IMM

1/4-1/2 elf
1/3 en
1/2 •«
ms*
4Mlff

HIMMS

last* Wm tassan
tap • Math, IsM IN
smi-Mt. si HI. i2 so
to** tt«i. lUrtriri
lUrdura. hr» tcmunti.
SHtM lullM
S*CU4 t««», L».l«*l 1
(M Skatm
UkcM Sntwarr
Cnltr»»

41% iff
10 % . H
1/4 tfl
1/1 price

Loungewear, Lingerie, Sleepwear
Loungewear • Caftan. Hostess Gowns
Fleecy Culottes
Fleecy Robes
Warm Gowns. Kiteshirts. Selected Styles • Iroken Sizes
Selected Nylon Sleepwear, Robes
Selected Slips. Hall Slips, Iras
Bikini Special - by 2 pr., set 3rd jr. at

40%-50% off
1/2 pries
1/4-1/3 iff
1/3-1/2 off
1/4-1/2 eff
1/3-1/2 »tf
1/2 price

— Many Unlisted Items Reduced —
Regularly To $20°°
Another Shipment of Denim • For Guys
and Chicks - Lengths To 36"

aff
tH
off
srl

40% off

Scoop neck. Vest-type

UAO WOMENS" BOWLING LEAGUE

LIMITED OPENINGS IN
COUPLES * MENS' LEAGUES

-The
President
laced
first
and
foremost intensive
congressional
pressure'' to increase milk
price supports, and thai he
also
took
into
account
"economic merits of the
case"
and
"traditional
political
considerations
relating to the needs of the
farm states."

Wool toordinates
Jackets. Stacks, Skirts
Velveteen Blazers
Acrylic Knit Coordinates
Dresses - Long i Short

Big Mouth from
Mickey's Malt Liquor

*8 - 8 WEEKS
STARTS JAN. 14 6:30 p.m.
SIGN UP AT UAO OFFICE
AS A TEAM (4 MEMBERS)
OR BY YOURSELF

expenses of the Republican National Convention."

Quilted i Fleece-lined Jackets

Scene performance tomorrow
A Reynolds Morse, president ol the Salvador Dali
Museum in Cleveland, will speak tomorrow on the subject
In Search ol Dali
The museum owned by Morse, is the only center in the
country dedicated to displaying the works ol a single living
artist It always contains at least 50 oils 75 watercolors and
drawings and 100 Dali graphics
The lecture will beat 7 30 pm in 204. Fine Arts Bldg

the

emergency measures

heavy
pressures
being
placed upon the President by
the Democratic majority
leadership in the Congress
and 12 • the political advantages and disadvantages

commitment by ITT' to contribute up to $450,000 toward

Crackdown in S. Korea
SEOI I.
South
Korea
i \r
President Chung Hee
Park
answered
mushrooming demands for more
freedom yesterday with an
emergency decree banning
any act
to deny oppose,
misrepresent oi defame"
his rule
The South Korean mas.
media immediately stepped
icpoi ting the popular movements that began agitating
loi a more democratic con
stitiilion aboul three months
ago

-Nixon "did not direct the
settlement or participate in
the settlement negotiations
directly or indirectly" in the
antitrust case against the
International Telephone &

"...At the time, the President was unaware of any

Authority discusses UFO reports

Shortages, unemployment
plague British economy
LONDON
AC
Panic
buying ol bread toilel paper
and Other items hit Bi Itish
shops yesterday as Britain s
energy
crisis
brought
shortages
real
and
imagined along
With
increased unemployment
The number ol workers
signing on [or a day s
unemployment
be net it
because then firms can only
use electricity three days a
week was 915.000. a rise ol

one prize i<" every 4 mm
tickets would t>e necessary
10 sustain interest.
Bust
said

released "in view of the fact
they are on file with the
special prosecutor
The major points in the
statements
prepared
by
Nixon's attornevs were

Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.
West of McDonald
imMiTnW.OT^.flUBMimflMBVnW^

Falcons lose 3rd straight

Cash doesn't feel like self
By Kenny While
Sports Editor

read. St. Joe 61, Bowling
Green 49 The stat sheet
showed Cash hitting one for
six from the floor and
pulling down four rebounds
His point production totaled
iwo points

PHILADELPHIA. Pa.--It
sounded like a batter who
had just struck out with the
bases loaded in the bottom
of the ninth, went 0 for 6 at
the plate and committed
three errors
Cornelius Cash sat in front
of his dressing stall shaking
his head while trying to
come up with a logical
explanation for his night's
labor
The problem is that the
logic has been missing for
the past nine games

Probably the best way to
explain
the recent performances by Cash is to say
he is mired in a deep slump.
What
has
caused
the
Falcons' star forward to go
into a
slump
on
the
hardwood
has
everyone
baffled, especially Cash
"I just don't know what's
wrong with me." Cash said
dejectedly in a quiet BG
lockerroom. "Man. I'm just
in a bad slump. I just don't
feel like my old self Why, I

AFTER 40 minutes of
action here last night at the
Palestra. *.he scoreboard

Ticket information
A
student
ID
ticket
exchange is in progress at
Memorial
Hall
for
the
Bowling Qrwn-Ohlo State
hockey scries this weekend
al the Ice Arena
deserved seat tickets are
on sale priced at $2 50 each
General admission tickets
are priced al $2 lor adults
and SI lor students and
children
Tickets for Ihc Howling

.

The Memorial Hall ticket
office is open weekdays
from H a in until noon and
from lap m

LAST
SATURDAY
against Toledo. Cash totaled
four points and six rebounds
Add
his St
Joe
performance, and you don't
come up with the same
player, who at this time last
year was the team's leading
scorer and one of the
nation's leading rebounders.
as well as an inspiration to
his young teammates
'I'm playing very inconsistently I just can't get
motivated." he said while
shaking his head
I fault
myself because I'm letting
up on the court as well as
playing in spurts
You can't blame Haley
because of my performance.
He has done everything to
try to straighten me out To
me he is a heck of a coach to
play for I just wish that I
could get it together.' he
said before stepping into the
showers.

Rockets last weekend. Double C is in a slump and scored only
loss to St. Joe's at the Palestra. (Newsphoto by Joe Glick)

cloak ol tension lell ovel pro
lootbaH's Super Bowl VIII
The commissioner took a
dim
view ot
my
ol)

criticism Monday ol Viking
training facilities lor next
Sunday S title game againsl

they were unworthy ot
junior high school team

the Miami Dolphins

servatioM
referring

Grant
t.u limes

THE
TALL,
straighl
backed Minnesota coach, a
Marine colonel-type with

had
called
the
shabby and said

a

Coaches pick All-Star players
NEW VtiHK i Vl'i Kighl
players
including
Dave
DeBusschere ol the New
York Knu ks who is in his
linal National Basketball
Vssociation season
were
named yesterday lot the
league s All Stat Game in
Seattle .Ian IS
DeBusschere
a veteran
lorward who will become
general manager ot the New
York Nets ol the \inel il an
llaskclhal! Association next
iJIIIIIIIIII
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These players will join
those earlier selected by
sportSWTiters and sports
casters in league ciiics
They wele
Kasi
forwards
John
llavlicck ot Huston Klvin
Hayes ol Capital and Lou
Hudson oi Atlanta; guards

season Rudy Tomjanovich
ot Houston also a forward
and guards Austin Ian ot
Cleveland and Phil I'henui
ot the Capital Bullets were
named l>\ East Coach TomIleinsohnol Huston
WK.ST
COACH
Larry
Costello
named centers
Nate Thurmond ot Golden
Stale and Spencer Hay wood
oi Seattle and guards Noun
Van I.let ol (linage, and

Pete Maravich ot Vtlanta,
Wall Fra/ior ol New York
and Jo Jo White oi Boston,
centers Dave Omens oi
Boston and Hob McAdoo ol

Dave Bing ot Detroil
MMI

l
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Buffalo
West
forwards
Hick
Harry ol Golden Stale. Chct
Walkei
ol
Chicago
and
Sidney Wicks ol Portland
guards Geoll
IVlrie
ot
I'm Hand. Gail Goodi ich ot
Los Angeles and Charlie
Scott
ot
Phoenix,
who
replaced the injured lei i ^
West
ol
l.os
Angeles.
centers
Karocin
Abdul
.labhar ol Milwaukee and
Hob Lamer ol Detroit

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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Professionals affected
by the energy crisis
HOOP SCOOPS:
I'he -(poit- scene has been leeling the pinch ol Hie gasoline
shortage and the new speed regulations
in the- pasi pioi,-,Nionai basketball teams traveled ti\
chartered Mights because it was convenient loi Ihc players
who i ould resi while hopping irom city lo citj Toda) most
pro Iranchises have been lorccd to 11 v commercial flights
This situation makes the pros vulnerable to flight can
collations and untimely departures

Ohio s Wallet l.uckelt. the nations ltith leading scorer
wiih a 22 v average, boosted his average with a 2H-point perlot mam < againsl Loyola ol Chicago last Mondaj
Bill
Russell
the first yeai
coach ot the Seattle
Supersonic* who recentlj threatened to get rid ol some ol
the dead weight on the team now owns the NBA record lor a
coach giving a player a well paid vacation
last week. Kussell handed the pink slip to former Western
Kentucky stai Jim \U Daniels
Kussell promised more slips were coming because all his
players were thinking about was a pay check

The BG hoopstcrs have ahandoncd their usual mode ol
busing to dillereni rities The players traveled in vans to
Cleveland State the Michigan tournament and Toledo
Their mean- ol transportation loOxlord Saturday will again
!><■ h\ van

INFLUENTIAL -Kevin Brake who turned vegetarian on
New Year - Day. has converted assistant cage mentor Hob
Hill to the meatless diet This writer is also Irving the plan
and is slowly resembling a hockey slick with hair
This writer absorbed deleal number live al Ihc expense ol
Hick Selgo in one-on cine competition For the lirst time this
year my leapei was on as I hit my Mrs! three shots ten a ] n
lead However Selgo tossed in seven straighl howitzers and
copped a I0-5 match
\s the coaches would saw I m
progressing

A salute lo Glenn Sharp equipment manager ol the
Falcon cagers. who is in his I8th season keeping the team's
threads together during the campaign

GREG WILSON paid a visit to Toledo Monday to gel his
left knee checked which has been operated on twice
Returning to practice on New Year's Day. Wilson has had
problems with persistent swelling in the knee

close cropped
gray
hair,
dropped the bombshell al a
news
conference
while
Houston was still buzzing
I rum
the
biggest
controversy in years
Grant said the reprimand
and threatened I me had
come 11 inn Kotelle and
passed on lo him through
.Inn hensil. Hozelle s No I
aide here, and the Viking
general
manager.
Jim
Finks
I took il as a threat
said tei solv

he
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McDaniels reportedly has five years remaining on a
seven year pact with Seattle which calls lor more than
$267 0011 a year The Supersonics will have to honor his
contract unless he can hook-up with another NBA team.
ADD END: The KC Omaha Kings were on a Might to
Cleveland last week when a stewardess reminded the
passengers to place th;'ir seats in a upright position and
their tray tables lorward She also added that all excess
carry-on baggage was to go under the seat m tront ot them
Jimmy Walker sitting next to Otto Moore, looked over
and said
Well Otto, guess you better crawl under the
seal

Kensil said it was not a
threat, but a fact
The
commissioner, Kensil said,
issued a statement which
said Grant's remarks were
in conflict with the provisions of the constitution ol
the
National
Football
League and the eomniis
sinner is obligated lo look
into such matters Grant's
employer has been informed
ol that I.id
LEAGUE bylaws specify
that any player in coach
cannoi criticise other teams
or the league
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scored

defeat
10

directs
at

the

points last

traffic
Toledo
night

against the Hawks. I Newsphoto by Joe Glick)

Bartley accepts responsibilities
By Mark Glover
Assistant Sporls Kdilor
When you are elected
captain ot a team, certain
things are expected ol you
Just ask Mike Hartley
'Bronco"
started
this
season
with
awesome
statistics
He
owned or
shared ll Howling Green
hockey records and was
already the schools leading
career scorer belore the
first face oft of (he 1973-74
campaign
But being a senior and
captain ol this year s team
has brought responsibilities,
and Bartley has sacrificed
for the sake ot the team
SCORING goals tends to
be easier when you work
with the same offensive line
throughout the entire year
A trio of players can know
each other's timing and
speed
and
can
work

efficiently
' Bronco"
started
the
season centering for Ron
Wise and Gerry Bradbury
With
Wise
injured
and
Bradbury
cut
from
the

Broke

"
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Rozelle rebukes Grant for actions
said
biltei

A

THE FALCONS, who are

Wednesday, January 9, 1974

Grant
to
his

Leading scorer for the
Hawks was Ron Righter
with
19
points
Mark
(artwright led all Falcon
scorers with 15 Jeff Montgomery had 10. Skip Howard
scored eight. Kevin Brake.
Brian Scanlan and Jack
Wissman each tallied four
and Bob HoUling added two.

PORTS

two points and grabbed four rebounds in last night's 61-49

not SKIN
sl>i
Coach
Bud 1.1.nit ot the Minnesota
\ ikmgs drew a sharp rebuke
and an implied threat ot B
line
from
Commissioner
Pete Kn/ellc Tuesdaj and a

Falcons came within the
Hawks was nine points at 4839

also in a slump suffered
their third straight loss in
which shooting was a major
factor BG shot a dismal 37
per cent from the field
compared to the 53 per cent
mark registered by the
Hawks The 41- point effort
was the Falcons
lowest
offensive output this year
St. Joe never trailed in the
contest after grabbing a 2414 edge late in the first
period The closest that the

The BG Nexm*
»

Cornelius Ca»h (no. 42) drives to the basket against the

rUZZlCO

Green-Miami
basketball
game Saturday afternoon in
Oxlnrd are on
sale in
Memorial Hall at $3 lor
reserved
and
$i 50
for
general admission
Tipoil
time at Miletl Hall will be 3
pm

just can't tell you because I
don't know."
During the Falcons' last
two ball games, Cash has
not lived up to preseason
expectations.
Against
Stetson University, Double
C had a mediocre game with
10 points and 10 rebounds.

squad things altered lot
Hartley
Hartley has the responsibility ol working on a new
line with younger players to
try to give the injured
Kale mis a solid scoring line
Stepping into a new role
requires
adjustment
not
only on Ihc part ot the other
two players, but by the
captain who must adjust his
style to make the line
cohesive

WHETHER the adjust
ments have hurt Hartley s
scoring tins yeai is hard to
say. but he is willing to help
out when asked
The coach wants me to
help the youngei player*
said the Sarnia Ont native
!l s hard to adjust i lo the
other
plavei s
on
the
offensive line>. hut we get
used lo each other
'Bronco"

hrokc

loose

irom a scoring dry spell last
weekend against Western
Ontario and scored two
goals and had two assists
The assist to Al I.eiteh in the
thud period ol Saturdays
game w.is his 200th career
point
The scoring milestone not
onlj adds to Bartley s long
list ot records but may
provide
a
clue
that
Bronco" can score-with
am line

Lady cogers open season
with Wayne State Saturday
Winter sports action for
the Bowling Green women
will begin this weekend as
the
womens
basketball
squad opens its season at
1.30 pm Saturday against
Wayne State University
The game will be held in
the
north
gym
of
the
Women s Bldg It is free and
open to the public
Three more home games

are included in the women
i agcrs 10-game schedule
The womens gymnastics
team will begin us season b\
entertaining
Youngstown
Slate University at 1 pm
Saturday Jan. 19
THE MEET will be in the
south gym ot the Women's
Bldg
Coach Jean Campbell's
swimmers will travel to the

University
of
Cincinnati
Jan 2b
The lady swimmers' next
home meet will be Feb 9
against
Slippery
Kock
Home meets are held in the
Nal.itonum
The
womens
fencing
team will open its season
Feb 2 at Angola Three
more
home
games
are
slated lor the ladv fencers.

